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PROJECT SNAPSHOT

PROJECT NAME

Regent’s Crescent

LOCATION

London

SECTOR

Residential

SQUARE FEET

229,660ft2

FEATURED FLOOR

Bespoke engineered oak,                            
plank and herringbone

COLLECTION

Woodworks Bespoke

INTERIOR ARCHITECT

PDP London

INTERIOR ARCHITECT/DESIGNER

Millier London

PHOTO CREDIT 

Julian Abrams and Adam Parker
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PROJECT: REGENT’S CRESCENT

JOHN NASH’S ICONIC STRUCTURE HAS 
BEEN TRANSFORMED TO RECONSTRUCT 
THE HERITAGE FAÇADE OF THIS GRAND 
REGENCY BUILDING AND CONVERT THE 
GRADE I LISTED BUILDING INTO A HIGH 
SPECIFICATION DEVELOPMENT OF SIXTY-
EIGHT CRESCENT APARTMENTS AND NINE 
GARDEN VILLAS.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

2020 marked the year that John Nash’s iconic structure – Regent’s Crescent in London 
started a new chapter in its history. The meticulous and sensitive conversion of this 
magnificent building was carried out by renowned British Architects – PDP London.

HOW WE HELPED 

Specified through our major project team and delivered by our Woodworks craftspeople a 
bespoke 12Ply USA Construction Standard European Oak in FSCTM certified, select grade 
planks and herringbone the was specified for the grand living areas and sophisticated 
dressing room. 

OUTCOME

These luxury apartments celebrate the Regency proportions and architectural details in 
a meticulously designed scheme by Millier London. With bronze and black accents used 
to deliver sophistication and set off the beautiful variety of stone and durable wood floors 
perfectly.
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FEATURED FLOOR - WOODWORKS BESPOKE

GET THE LOOK WITH TOLLAND
EDITIONS COLLECTION

European Nature Grade Oak Herringbone
Brushed & Naked Skin Lacquered
W: 4” | D: 3/4” | L: 1’ 7 3/4”
12Ply USA Construction Standard
Slip rating: Low risk dry. Moderate risk wet

Available in:

25
Year Guarantee

up to
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WOODWORKS BESPOKE

BESPOKE WOOD FLOOR 
BY WOODWORKS

By using our bespoke flooring service, you can 
experiment with pattern, scale, grade, texture, edge 
details, tone, finish and more to create a unique 
wood floor that you will find nowhere else on  
the planet.

Ordering one of our bespoke floors allows you to 
not only design the floor down to the smallest detail, 
but it’s also created using a variety of handcrafting 
techniques in our English workshops so that the end 
result matches your specification perfectly.

Decades of experience shows us the importance of 
understanding each project’s individual requirements 
– so we always work incredibly close with you to 
create a floor that complements the interior and 
works within your timeframe and budget.

Be sure not to limit your imagination, as no matter 
the project’s challenges, Woodworks are on hand to 
bring your vision to life.

NEW SAMPLE BOXES
Order a free Essence Sample Box to discover a 
full range of possibilities with Woodworks via 
hello@woodworks1988.com.
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OUR CERTIFICATIONS EXPLAINED

We go above and beyond the usual environmental and sustainability standards, 
and have many third party accreditations. 

In short, all of our timber (whether floors or wall cladding) follow the UK 
Timber Regulations as standard, which verifies that all of our timber is legally 
harvested.

All of our floors are also SVOC free and have low VOC emissions. SVOCs are 
pollutants at the molecular level which are emitted from synthetic man-made 
materials such as LVT, vinyl and plastics.

Talk to our team today about using sustainable wood flooring in your project.
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GET IN TOUCH
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New York Office
205 Hudson Street, New York,  

NY 10013, USA

California Office
160 Stonebrook Street, Simi Valley,  

CA 93065, USA

London Design Centre
79 Margaret Street, London,  

W1W 8TA, England

Telephone: +1-866-399-1410 

Email: hello@woodworks1988.com

Visit: Woodworks1988.com 

 Follow: @woodworksbytedtodd
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